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O. Int tion. In order to establish the existence of the ----
category AUX in Lummi, both categorial (internal) and constit 

(external) criteria must be satisfied. l The principle categqria,l 

requires that the elements that make up the AUX be 

members of a specied notion41 set which includes tense and/or 

modality (Steele 1(76) s . In addition~ the elements may have 

other internal properties. The elements may appear in a cart 

(language particular) order and they may be subject to phono

logical conditions (rules) not found within other grammatical 

categories. The principle ~~~stituenJ:r cri~erion requires 

that the elements that make up the AUX must be analyzable as 

a stinct constituent with syntactic properties not shared 

other categories in the language. An additional (and perhaps 

non~essential) property of this constituent is that it will b 

found in either initial. second g or final position a sentenciIil" 

It is the contention of this section that both the categorial 

and constituency criteria for the AUX are met in Lummi, and 

therefore Lummi must be counted among the world's langu s 

that offer support for Steele~s proposals for the universal 

properties associated with the c~teJory AUX s 

!'here is an additional b~Hlefit to the analysis offered 

in this study. The status of the categories NOUD, Adjectives 

Verb are controversial many of the lanluages of the 
") 

Northwest. including Lummi.'" Ever since Sapir (1921), linguists 

It:unre been ed to that the tradit g:rammatical 

gories of the Eu:ropean languages are not appli Ie to 



languages of the Northwest. Based on the analysis offered 

in this paper, we shall see, somewhat ironically perhaps, 

that Steele's proposals concerning the category AUX bear on 

the question of the status of Nouns, Adjectives, and Verbs 

in languages of the Northwest. 

1. Satisfling the Categorial Criterion for the AUX in Lummi. 

The elements which are candidates for being analyzed as members 

of AUX in Lummi are bound morphemes which are attached to the 

initial element of a Lummi sentence. A typical Lummi sentence 

will consist of a predicate head to which various clitic 

clemen"ts may be attached. Any sentential nouns always follow 

the initial predicate, and in the case of transitive sentences 

with two full nouns (not pronouns) the unmarked sentence order 

is VSO (V~rb-Sub;ect-Object). Representative sentences 

exhibiting the subject marking clitics are given in (1). 

( 1) (A) I~it-san £! swat"g~2 "I know the man" 

know-X the man 

(8) I~it .. sxw .£! sway?qa? "You know the man" 

know-you the man 

(e) Itit-:! eli swa)!:'ga? '''We know the man" 

know-we the BaD 

(D) I~it-s ca sW9l'g,o: "Someone knows the manu 

know ... 31"d. the man 

(E) JJj._~.s .s! .sway?qa? .£! swi ?qo? at "The man knows 
the boy" 

know .. 3rd .. the aan the boy 



A straight analysis of the above sentences allows 

the isolation of the following morphemes: an initial predi

cate (verb) J~it nknown ; a set of pronominal enclitics 

indic,atin fJr subjectt; -s~n "I" -sxw u you" -1.. f~e" -5 t3rd o ,__,_,_ 

subject U ; an article ~ "a/the"; nouns S,~<lr?ga? "manil 

and ~l!.!?so1et. Uboy" e 

In addition to the pronominal subject person markers 

exhibited in (1), the initial predicates of Lummi sentences 

Ray also have clitic~ marking other notional categories. 

( 2) (A) l~it-la"S!E: c~ s'W;.)I'w~? "1 knew the mann 

know~past@I the man 

(D) Ifit-s~-son C~ $W;):l.'9.a ? ul will know the man" 

know-future ... ! the man 

( C) £fit"'~")9-SX'" "Did you know it'l Ie 

know"Q .. past-you (Where Q ... question) 

( DJ I.ti t·g'" sen C~ ~ti~x'~qa " HI might know the man' 

know-Poss,,-I the man (Where Pass. u poss 

(E) Ifi t"'.~_".9.-1~'" SiX \I "Could you have known 

know-Q~Poss.~past-you 

i~it-~l!g""lG"S..!!! HI wish I would have 
known it U 

know~Opt .. ~past-I (Where Opt D 
... optat 

(G) 9!PG~ ca ~~la!ls~ll -'The eagle 
hear)U 

landed ( I 

alight .. Rep3 the eagle (Where Rep. ... reportat 

lity) 

it?" 

Thc'sentences in (2) exhibit a representative cross sectio~ 

of the enclitic particles in Lummi. There are other modalit es~ 
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but examples of them are scarce in the Lummi data, and they are 

therfore not discussed in this treatment. The most common 

occurrences of the Lummi clitic particles are given in (1) and 

(2), and are displayed in Table 1 for ease of reference. 

Question 

-a-

Modality Tense 

-sa-

(possibility) (future) 

-yaq

(optative) 

(reportative) 

-1a-

(past) 

Person Subject 

-san 

(1st. person sing.) 

-sx'" 

(2nd. person.) 

-1. 

(1st. person pl.) 

-s 

(3rd. person) 

TABLE 1 Lummi Clitics: Indicative Sentences 

The Lummi enclitic particles mark yes/no questions, modality 

which includes at least possibility and optative, two tenses 

(past and future) and a range of person subjects. The notional 

categories found in the Lummi clitics, then, coincide with the 

notional categories associated with AUX under Steele's proposal. 

The principle Catcgorial ~riterion for AUX is therefore met by 

the sequences of bound clitics in Lummi. Moreover, th~ clitics 

have an internal structural integrity which can be represented 

by the formula in (3). 

(3) t (Q) (Modal) } { Tense Person 1 
Subject 



-s-

The order of elements of the Lummi enclitics is Q (question 

marker), Modality, Tense, and Subject Person marking. The 

braces around the first and second pairs of elements reflect 

the fact that the order of the elements within the brackets 

occasionally varies (under conditions not understood). However, 

the order of the elements between the braces is strict. Another 

difference is also found between the two braces. Whereas 

Question and Modality are optional categories, tense and person 

are obligatory. The standard parenthesis notati~~ ior ~ption

allty represents this fact. 

Iri addition to the ordering conditions on the clitic 

elements, there is also a morpho-phonological regularity unique 

to this clitic sequence. For example, the sentence Iye'-sa~l/ 

'~e will g~" is actually pronounced ye?-tat. The future marker 

!! becomes!! by regressive assimilation .90 the following first 

person plural marker!. This predictable regressive assimilation 

appears to be limited to this sequence of particles. 

Summarizing, the Cateaorial (or Internal) Criterion for the 

AUX is met in Lummi. The eli tic elements coincide with the 

predicated notional categories. Moreover, the elements have an 

internal coherence in that they obey conditions on the order 

of appearance and obey unique phonological conditions. 

2$0 Satisfying the Constituency (or External) Criter}En for 

the AUX in Lummi. The Lummi case regarding the question of the 

constituency of AUX is significant .because one is faced with 

the more general question of whether a sequence of bound 



particles can be analyzed as an autonomous syntactic constituent$ 

Sentence (2c) is repeated as (4) below in order to illustrate 

the question to be investigated. 

(4) ftit"~~l~-sxw 

Know-Q-Past-you 

flUid you know it?" 

The question regarding the status of bound morphemes can 

be put in another way. What is the phrase marker that is to be 

associated with the sentence in (4)1 Three plausible poss i

lities are given in (5)3 0 

( S) s 

I 
V 

[i(!it .. e"l~ .. sxW] 

Tree A 

s s 

Tree B Tree C 

Tree A represents an analysis in which the clitic elements 

which are attached to the verb are affixes, and thus form a 

unit with the verb. Tree B represents an analysiS in vhf e 

elements which are attached to the verb are essentially 

pendent and have no structural relationship to each other$ 

C represents an analysis in which the sequence of clitics i a 

constituent~ and is, of course~ the structure which must be 



justified in order to demonstrate that AUX exists as a 

constituent in Lummi. 

e motivation for Tree C will be based primarily on 

conditions related to sentence level properties of the Lummi 

The llowing synt ic facts are crucial in the 

establishment of the sequence of clitics as an independent 

analyzable constituent of Lummi sentences: 1) The Second 

P~sitioE ~ition. The sequence of clitics satisfies a 

distributional condition in that they appear attached to the 

rstmajor constituent of a LWi'l.mi sentence; 2) The Sentence 

Level Interpretation ~_~ditioE. Although the sequence of 

clitics is attached to the first element of the sentence, t 

are not interpreted compositionally with that element; rather 

they are interpreted over the sentence» 3) The Minimal Int 

action Criterion. Although the sequence of clitics forms 

a phonological unit with the word to which they are attach 

the addition of this sequence of clitics does not interfere 

in III primary way with the other phonological properties of 

the wOTd to which tbey are attached. 

2.1 The Second Position Condition. Among the most prominent 

conditions involving the ring of clitics in Lummi is that 

they will normally appear attached to the sentence initial 

constituent. A set of sentences, similar to those liven 

(2A n 2E) is given in (6) llowing to demonstrate this liSe 



(6) (A) i\~el .. la-.s9n 'l'u? '!~it C~ swal?gO}? 

also-pastel aspectual know the man 
particle 

"I knew the man tootl! 

( B) l) el-a"SH~""5an ?u? ,~it ca SWGY?.22. , 

also-Q .. futureeI aspectual know the man 
particle 

t'Will I know the man too?" 

(el .\~el .. a"laJ"sxw ?u? I~it , 

also""Q"past-you aspec:tua.l know 
particle 

"Did you know it U 

CD) A)el"g-s~m 'u? I~it ca sW!l}ga? 

also"poss" '" I aspectual know the man 
particle 

ttl might know the man tooH 

( E) i\'el-a-g"la .. s~ ?lu ? I~it 

also&Q$poss~~past-you a,spectual know 
particle 

"Could you possibly have known it too?" 

The particles which were present on the verb l~it in the 

examples in (2) are now on the adverb A)el which has been 

to the first five sentences of (2). These sentences exhibit 

., property which furnishes illportant evidence for the dist 

nGSS of the constituent AUI: AUX is the only constituent whi 

obeys the condition that it ~ppear attached to the initial 

ele.ent of the sentence@ For the argu~ent to 10 through, 

however, it must be shown that the sequence of particles 
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after l'el because of a sentential criterion of clitic place

.ent and not because of some property of l'el. It is conceivable 

that A'e! could be analyzed as a predicate (or more extremely, 

some type of verb), and not as an adverb. The labelling of 

parts of speech is a notoriously complex issue in Northwest 

languales~ Two properties of l'el suggest, however, that it 

is not to be associated with the category predicate (or verb). 

The first property, of the word l'e1 is that it does not require 

that predicates following it be subordinated, as in the 

. following sentence: 

( 7) !el-san 

believe-I 

ca 

that nome~know-3rd the 

"I believe that 
he knows the manu 

man 

Senten~e (7) has two features that show'that subordination 

of J~it is involved. First, k W is a subordinating particle -
(or complementizer), and second, the verb I~it has a prefix 

s" (nom. • nOJllinalizer).4 Neither of these features of subordi--
nation is found in any of the sentences of (6). It would appear 

then, that l'el is simply an additional sentence level element 

which can appear in Lummi sentences which does not alter the 

basic sentence structure (other than bearing the sequence of 

sentential clitics). 

Further evidence that l'el is different from typical 

Lummi predicates is that A'el has a property that true predi

cates do not have·-a greater degree of freedom in the word 

order of a sentence. True verbs in Lummi are rigidly bound to 

the initial position of their clauses. A typical Lummi sentence 
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containinl tvo predicates has already been given in (7). In 

this sentence each of the predicates A!! and f~it must appear 

at the beginning of their respective clauses. In contrast, 

the l'el that appears in sentence initial position in the 

sentences in (6) may also appear in sentence final position. 

An alternative fora of (6B) is given in (S). 

(8) CA) J~it-~-q-l~-sxw l'el 

(8) *I~it l'el-a-q-la-sx w 

"Could you have possibly known 
it too?" 

Sentence (SA) is a grammatical variant of (6E) in which 

1 h f f .. IdS on y ~ c ange 0 ocus 15 lnvo va • Sentence (8B) is' ungram-

. matical because the sequence of clitics is not in its proper 

position. We shall now formalize the statement of the second 

position condition in Lummi, specifying the sequence of clitics 

in Lummi as the AUX: 

(9) Lummi Sentence Well-Formedness Condition: [C+[AUX]-YJS 

Lummi sentences will conform to condition (9), which may 

be viewed as a surface filter in the sense of Chomsky and 

Lasnik (1971).6 In the formula, C is a major lexical category 

(Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Adverb), and Y is a syntactic 

variable. 

Due to the existence of condition (9). then, in the grammar 

of Lummi, the constituency criterion for the AUX is satisfied. 

The sequence of clitic particles must be analyzed as AUX in order 

to satisfy condition (9). It is not necessary to include the 

list of all Lummi clitics in the formula in (9) if a single 



constituent subsumes them all. The sequence of cl ics in (3) 

can now be stated as in (10). 

(10) AUX -- I (QJ (Modal) I {Tense person) 
Subject 

The case for analyzing AUX as a distinct sentence level 

category becomes even stronger when a new class of sentence 

is considered. The Lummi clitics are independent of the va 1 

Morphology and not only may be attached to adverbs, but also 

to nouns and adjectives. 

(11) ~xwanem-3-1a-sxY 

doctor-Q-past-you 

goodwQ-past-you 

"Were you a doctor?" 

"Were you good?" 

Sentences such as (11) have led many linguists to propos 

that the part of speech distinction in Lummi is not the same 

as it is in European languages. Although Kuipers (1968) has 

argued that Squamish (8 Coast Salish language closely relat 

to Lummi) does not distinguish nouns, verbs and adjectives 

the same way that these categories are distinguished in 

European languages~ it can be shown that there are indepe t 

reasons for distinguishing parts of speech in Lummi more or 

less along traditional lines,.7 A semantic reaSon for distin 

guishinl nauns from verbs involves the lack of predictabili 

of meaning relationships between morphological related verbs 

and nouns. For example~ the verb root taq~(~l • means lito shut 

When combined with the suffix -ten ere --' 
an instrumental noun, the word t~~~~ is formed. The mean of 



ward quite narr(Alf ~ referring to a net on poles used for trapping 

ducks.. Thus, two lexical entries, one for the noun and one for the verb 

are required. 

A second reason for distinguishing nouns from verbs is that only 

verbs productively undergo trnnsitivizing processes. Although both ?ane? 

"cane" and ~Y?ge? f'ma,n" cwld be analyzed as intransitive predicates, 

only ?ana? can take the suffixes t-!) to fonn the verb ?ane'-t-!'l lito be 

The form ~swaY?93?-t-9 does not occur. 

The reason that nouns ar.d adjectives appear to be verb-like, then, 

is a consequence of the fact that 1) Lummi does not have a copulaI' verb 

(t~o beU ) t and 2) the AUX must be attached to the first element of a Lurmni 

sentence. This second position property of the AUX, as specified by (9), 

yields a superficial similarity among nouns, adjectives, verbs~ and even 

aC:hreros. TIiUS, not only does Lurimi have a distinct category AUX, it has 

nouns, adjectives. and verbs as well. The structures for the sentences 

in (11) are given in (12)& 

(12) 

tlNcre you a doctor?" 

2 .. 2 ~ Sentenc! ~eve! ~~~~ £:~itio!!. This condition requires 

the Lummi AUX be analyzed as a sentence level constituent~ even 

may be closely bound to a particular word and thus appear to be part 
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the morphological structure of that word. That the AUX is 

definitely not interpreted as part of the word tu which it is 

attached is shown clearly by the following case. The sequence 

?ane'·san (came-I) is translated as "I came/cornell. The 

sequence le?-t-g is a passive construction which has in 

isolation the meaning "It Has ~een". A Lummi purposive cc.n

struction can be formed by combining the above two verbs to 

form ?ane? Ie!)-t-t} which means "Sorneone ~ame to see someonc! 

something". Consider now the following scntence. 

(13) 'ane?-san le!)-t-!) ItSomeone came to see m.::" 

What is interesting about this sentence is that the -san 

is not interpreted as the subject of ?ane? (to which it is 

attached), but rather ~ must be interpreted as the suhject 

of the verb le!)-t-!). We would expect the meaning associated 

with 'ane?-san le!)-t-!) to correspond to the sequence ?ane? 

le2-t-q-san, since intransitive verbs such as ~~ne? have null 

subject marking in the third person. The sentential property 

of Lu •• i that requires the AUX to be in second position cr~ates 

a situation, however, in which the strict linear interpretation 

of Lummi words would yield an incorrect reading. 

Even compound words can be split due to condition (9). For 

example, mat'" by itself !IlCanS "every, all", and wet by itself 

is an interrogative meaning "whot!. The combination ma!W-wet 

means "everybody". Note, however, the position of the AUX in 

the following sentence. 

(14) ma~w -a-q-la-wet "Cculd everyone have gone?" 

every-Q-Poss.-past-who aspect go 



Based on sentences such as (13) and (14) and earlier (6), 

it is clear from a perceptual standpoint that the Lummi AUX 

must be processed as an element which is distinct from the 

item to which it is superficially attached. The domain of 

interpretation is the sentence (or perhaps, phrase) in which 

the AUX is found. 

2$3. Th~ Minimal Interaction Condition. Although the Lummi 

AUX is encliticized onto sentence initial words, interacts 

with that word only minimally. This lack of interaction is in 

marked contrast to another set of morphemes which can be 

attached to verbs. For example, there is a rather rich set 

of affixes which can be added to verbs. Consider the different 

forms of the verb root cas "to be hit" (actual aspect, cf. 

Thompson and Thompson (in press)) in the following paradigm. 

( IS)A) tas-s;.n "I got hit" 

B) ~as-t-san "I hit it (on purpose)iI 

C) e," IJ es .. nax -s.m -- ItI hit it (accidentally)!! 

D) t.~s~t-!2-san "1 got hit (on purpose)" 

E) eas-n:!t-sa~ ,. I got hit (accidentally)" 

F) ca~: ,t-: ~I)as - St;!ll "I hit you (on purpose) II 

In sentences (ISE); (15D), and (lSF), the transitivizing 

suffix -t occurs. Tbis suffix indicates that the subject has 

some degree of conscious control over the action expressed by 

the verb. In sentences (lSe) and (ISE), in contrast, the 

suffix .:.!!?x'" (or its variant !!) indicates a lack conscious 

control over the action expressed by the verb. Sentences 

(15D) and (ISE) exhibit the detransitivizing suffix - which 



yields sentences similar to English passive sentences. 

Finally, sentence (15F) has the suffix -o~as. which in this 

case indicates that the object is second person. The 

important difference between these affixes and the affixes 

which have been analyzed as part of the Lummi AUX are 1) the 

affixes in (15) are rigidly bound to a verb, and 2) they 

interact phonologically with the verb, frequently determining 

some of its phonological properties. 

The rigidity of the attachment of the suffixes is shown 

by the lack of grammaticality of (16B) and (16C). 

also-pasta! asp. hit-trans.-you 

B) *A)el-t-o~9s-la-s9n ?u? Cas 

III hit you too" 
/ 

The affixes, !. nax w (~), ~, -0995, then, always and only 

are attached to verbs. In addition, the addition of these 

affixes may influence phonological properties of the verb rooto 
• 

For ex.aple, the suffix -oqas always bears the main stress in 

the constructions in which it occurs (as intlicated- .. bt (lS!.)), 

in spite of the fact that the verb root usually bears the main 

stress (as shown in (ISA-B». In contrast, the elements which 

make up the constituents of the AUX do not influence th~1>osi" 

tion of the stress on the verb roo~lack of interaction 

of the members of the string of clitics with the phonological 
.. , 

properties of the words to which they are attached is consistent 

with the contention that they form a distinct constituent in 
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Lummi sentences. For (ISF), then, the structure in (17) seems 

appropriate. 

( 17) 

V Aux 

[tas-t-6~as] [-sen] 

The assignment of constituency to the -san in the structure 

in (17) is valid, in spite of the fact that the two units, the 

verb and the AUX form a cohesive un! t in terms of the pronun'~ 

eiation. It is a well-known fact that languages frequently 

group portions of sentences into units of phonological 

organization that do not correspond to labellea syntactic 

structures. For example, the English sentence [This is [the 

cat that caught [the rat that stole the cheese]]] is frequently 

cited as an example in which the intonation breaks (between 

.S!! and that, and!!! and tha~) do not correspond to the major 

constituent breaks which have been marked with square brackets. 

A more extreme case from English is the casual speech pronun

ciation of the sentence What do you want? (WADaya \ian'). 

The initial phonological sequence WADeye is word-like in that 

it obeys the intonation and stress contours as well as the 

low-level phonetic rules of words. How is this sequence to be 

labelled in an English phrase marker? Even though the canonical 

English sentence is NP + VP, the sequence wAD~ya does not 

satisfy any of the tests for being an NP. Can languages have 

sequences of morphemes which have the phonological structure of 



words, yet these sequences do not correspond to traditional 

parts of speech? The answer appears to be yes (consider 

A'el-la-san in sentence (16). Thus, languages may have 

phonological sequences which are made up of distinct syn

tactic categories, in spite of the fact that the phonological 

unit does not correspond to any syntactic category. This is 

the proposal made for Lummi sentences such as (16A). A 

similar case appears to hold in English. In the sentence 

John'11 &£, the initial sequence John'11 appears to be 

a single phonological unit, and is even reflecteJ as such 

in our informal orthography. The English phrase marker, however, 

would have the following tree. 

( 18) 

NP Aux 
I 

I 
[John] [tal) [goJ 

Phonological unit 

That the contracted form ~91/1 of will nevertheless has 

some degree of independence from John can be seen in sentences 

such as John ~lwals tal i£. The occurrence of the contraction 

of ~ to tal appears then to be independent of the initial 

~, and in the case with adverb !lways intervening between 

the subject ~ohn and 'II some speakers perceive the 'al as 



In sum, clitic elements :may !:-it: p,rouped int!.") 

un its wit hot her par t 5 C' f :: p ~: c c 11, b :: t :;: 1. :; is: ,:..: "' <; U 1 t 

of independent rules of pro')o~hc phrasini: ti.3t <rea:!;: units 
q 

which are not isomorphic with svntactlc ~;tr;:r:t·;::·,; 

tht: fact that Lummi clitic$ are ohligatcri.iv ;:<,cl:id ~u scnteni" 

initial words cannet bl...~ used ,'1$ an 8Tf,umt.:;:t th:1t these c1i+:1',.:; 

cannot be indcpend~nt syntact.l.c ;;.:onstit~tl~n::s. 

3. Summary. __ ..:...:.:...L 

containing an AUX, (;ven in t!~(' cases I:h.;!"c no :'lUX t:lenentt:~ 

overtly present in the sentence. Irl other vlords, flot OL 1y' i ~~ 

tense and subject marking an obligatory part of AUX. AUX is 

an obligatory part of every indicative sentence in Luprni. '15 

fact is demonstrated by the following Lummi sentences; 

(19) Intransitive Verbs: 

Adjectives: 

Nouns: 

!~Scmeone goes/went" 

"Sor::~onc/ Somcthi ng l. 5 i 'y, as 
good" 

"Someone is a docto H 

The third person marker is null in intransitive predicates. 

and the unmarked tense refers to present time. The subject 

referred to in "sentences H such as. those in (9) is usua11v 

interpretable from context. Lummi differs, then» from Engli~.h 

in that isolated words in English are not normally interpret~j 

as making an assertion. 

In sum, the Lummi AUX consists of a sequence of clitic 

particles whose ex.istence as a distinct category m:J constitve:nt 



are established through the satisfaction of the following 

criteria: 

L :r~_e Categor~al Criteri_~. The meanings of the Lummi 

clitic particles coincide with the notional set specified 

by Universal Grammar. The sequence of clitic particles is 

internally coherent in that they appear in a specified order. 

2. The Constituen.s:y Criterion. The AUX is an obligatory, 

sentence level constituent in every Lummi indicative sentence" 

It is the only syntactic constituent that satisfi~s the con

dition that it appear in second position. 
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